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I am the Executive Director of the Foundation for the Child Victims of the

Family Courts and the Advocate for the above named adolescent girls who
were not granted attorney representation in their quest to seek protection
from their accused abuser, their father. All statements made in this complaint
are fully documented.
I am writing this immediate complaint to this Board to file this complaint
against Eric Frazer, PsyD who felt free to opine on the state of a series of
individuals whom he had either never seen, saw very briefly (under an hour)
and saw in 2011 under questionable conditions as to his representations in the
clinical assessment that was never subject to counter assessment and scrutiny.
Further, it is my understanding that Eric Frazer, Psy.D. has entered into a long
term consulting relationship with the client for whom he secured sole
physical/legal custody with full medical/educational decision making
authority. As part of this long term relationship, Eric Frazer, Psy.D. has
continued over the past five years, to be in control of the medical,
psychotherapeutic practitioners the girls were allowed to see. He appears to
have provided supervision of the continued care by providers he referred and
was privy to the personal, intimate productions shared by the girls in
treatment with therapists.
It also appears that as part of Eric Frazer's engagement with his long term
client, included consultation with the attorneys whom secured and maintained
the custody arrangement procured in 2011. Despite the fact that the visitation
schedule between mother and children was agreed to be relaxed, so that
supervised visitation would not be in place and greater contact was felt to be
a good thing for the girls, because of Jane Powell's accommodation to the
structured arrangement enforced by Scott Powell, no incremental change was
ever instituted in the past five years.
Eric Frazer 's supervision of therapists, including Jane Powell's therapist, his
advice and control of the appointment of new providers and modalities of
treatment, continued even over recommendations objected to by the girls.
On 3/24/16 a Protective Order was submitted to the Family Court, before
Judge Erika Tindill. Three complaints against Judge Tindill were submitted

to the Council for Judicial Accountability as of 4/25/16 because of her
engagement in an Ex Parte Communication on 4/22/16. The Order of Judge
Tindill was based on her willingness to take testimony from a psychologist
whom had not seen the subjects of his testimony since 2011.
Eric Frazer's interaction with all of the subjects with whom he filed seriously
damaging testimony were as noted, individuals whom he had never seen, but
felt free to provide damaging, life altering/impacting testimony, in the past
and again currently. None of the parties affected by the testimony of Eric
Frazer, Psy.D. were provided the opportunity to address their experience with
him. There was never a challenge to the validity of his findings.
Eric Frazer's presentations would never have passed muster under the
scrutiny of Daubert standard for scientific evidence or Rule 702 of the
Federal Rules of Evidence, or an even reasonably competent psychologist
who could distinguish between manipulated data, incorrectly administered
and someone who even basically followed the rules for administering an
evaluation, scoring and evaluating data. The falsification of diagnostic data
relating to the assignment of a highly toxic, malignant diagnosis, involving
the torturing by falsifying factual, personal information is highly disturbing.
The use of Eric Frazer's proprietary, confidential psychological testing was
used as a gun to the head of the protective parent, Jane Powell. The fallacious
psychological assessment was used to decimate her credibility by savaging
her mental status, humiliating her in the realm of public opinion. Well known
comments whispered behind her back, subject to hushed comments “you
don't know...... about the mother.....she is crazy – she is dangerous..... the
children have been sooo damaged by her....... the poor father …..what he
went through”.
The Powell girls are subject, by their father, to ritual excoriation, daily, of
how” sick, crazy, insane their mother is, how her family never liked him” and
now he “does not care”. The narcissistic wound experienced by his ex wife's
departure, approximately eleven years ago never appears to have been
resolved by Scott Powell and never was explored on any level by Eric Frazer
who has found an ongoing career/source of income, defending the alleged

crimes of accused child abuser Scott Powell.
Scott Powell walks around with copies of five year old court orders and Eric
Frazer's commentary about his ex wife, documents stating that Scott Powell
has sole physical, medical, educational custody/decision making for his
children because his wife is a “dangerous psycho.......” Scott Powell appears
to think he is invisible, or will not be confronted by those to whom he has
worked to alienate against his ex wife, or those he thinks he has successfully
intimidated. There are witnesses and hard evidence of Scott Powell's
subversion of evidence and witness intimidation.
Unbridled, uncensored, allegations presented by” hired guns”, standing
against the poorly defended protective parent of abused children, can easily
be out litigated. The attorney discretion afforded to representatives of an
obsessed abuser with secrets to hide and emissaries willing to engage in
cover ups is a difficult bar to overcome especially for those litigants who are
inexperienced in the battlefield of family court/juvenile court/dependency
court litigation; such was the early experience of protective parent Jane
Powell and her children, faced with an enemy she never knew she had.
Scott Powell has paraded his wares before the Police Chief DeMayo of the
New Canaan Police, who successfully kept the girls or anyone who tried,
from filing complaints against Scott Powell for child abuse and neglect –
because they were told - “you don't know what is really going on........'', at
Yale New Haven Medical Center, where the girls were admitted for spinal
surgery, their mother was looked at by her nursing peers as if she were an ax,
murderer, the schools where the girls attended, and the courts who said - “I
do not care if the girls were sexually abused, they are going to not miss
class”. School principles with budgets to protect and reputations to defend
stand in lock step with abusers with secrets to protect and child victims to
silence.
The fact that the girls have been diagnosed with Lyme Disease, by Lyme
Literate physicians, not by fake doctors who play fast and loose with terms
they barely understand – like Factitious Disorders and Munchausen by Proxy
is a matter that is aggressively buried by Eric Fraser, Psy.D. who on some

level knows that he is shortening the lives of his victims. Just as the venereal
disease, Syphillis, invades the spinal fluid, travels to the brain and destroys
the brain of the victim infected, so Lyme disease and tic born bacteria and
their co-infections mimic psychiatric mood disorders as they as well travel to
the brain and destroy matter on the road to causing death.
Yale New Haven Medical Complex is a well known Lyme Disease denier in
the forefront of the medical controversy being waged among physicians who
treat Lyme patients. The accused abuser chooses medical/psychiatric
providers through Yale to join his defense and cover his tracks as an abuser.
To date the physical stigmata and psychological symptoms of Lyme Disease
and co infections which now because of years of infectious embedding are
taking a toll on the girls' mental and physical health, are facts which are
suppressed.
The girls are kept from proper medical care, psychotherapy and an education.
Psychiatric supervision of ten minutes every two months is not adequate to
provide care to girls who are – even by Eric Frazer's report - “suicidal”.
Reports of abuse are repressed and the girls pleas for help are met with – you
do not want to go to foster care..... do you?”. The girls say - “No – we want to
go home to our mother.........” countered by …......”Oh Caroline!” or “Oh
Elizabeth!”
The schools they attend are an insult to their intellectual capacity and
potential, which is unknown, because Eric Frazer, Psy.D. has never
performed any IQ or educational testing or any form of psychological testing
to establish a base line between pre and post removal from their mother or
intellectual status.
Even the most superficial review of what Eric Frazer, Psy.D. has and has not
done would be enough to thoroughly impugn his practice, at the onset of his
incursions into the lives of the Powell sisters and now to protect his
reputation and unethical practices from being uncovered. Interference with
the ability to procure proper medical care, to assess the state of their Lyme
Disease, consistent with their physical and mental disabilities is going to
place Eric Frazer, Psy.D. and Scott Powell in the cross hairs of an

investigation which should include not only medical neglect but depraved
and malicious interference in the procurement of multiple levels of care,
including medical care, for both girls.
Sua Sponte/Ipse Dixit, the pronouncements of Judge Tindill, based on the
seriously flawed practices of Eric Frazer, Psy.D. were taken as final
indictments of individuals, the Powell girls, their protective relatives whom
had no voice in the proceedings which fiercely impacted the lives about
whom he testified, both in the past and present. The fate of the thirteen and
sixteen year old girls whom as per their own statements have endured years
and years of acute suffering, terror, emotional and physical serious damage,
seemed to have been sealed.
The abrogation of the rights of the subject children to representation, to
medical and psychological treatment, to deal with the original trauma, related
to removal from their protective parent into the hands of their accused abuser,
has been not only precluded by Eric Frazer, Psy.D. but continued through his
interventions in choosing assigned therapists, supervising said therapists and
modalities of treatment to date. Engagement in dual roles, much less multiple
roles of advocate/spokes person/team leader, to the accused abuser,
orchestrating and disseminating biased, covert opinions (as will be revealed
through documentation of communications between Scott Powell and
members of the his team – DCF Case Supervisor Tim Welch, attorney Jacob
Pyetranker, therapist Cody O'Connell, therapist Sarah Beltram,....... and
others is not a practice approved by the Ethical Standards of the American
Psychological Association or the Ct. Board of Public Health.
Whether or not Eric Frazer, Psy.D. is a card carrying member of such
organization, as the American Psychological Association, or other
professional organizations, dual roles, continued engagement in orchestration
of relationships geared to suppress evidence of physical, sexual, emotional,
medical neglect and abuse is not sanctioned.
To be absolutely clear, the accused abuser is alleged to have engaged in a
pattern of suppression of evidence through the manipulation of supervised

therapeutic services of Cody O'Connell, Sarah Beltram,....... and the
continued false, malicious imprisonment implemented by DCF's Office of the
Child Advocate, attorney Egen, through her minions, at the DCF Norwalk
office, as well as the Family Court. The Ethics, Standards and Practices of
said organization are still the guiding principles of practice governing the
clinical intervention, expert witness testimony ruling the practice of all
psychologists. All relevant authorities will be made aware of the heinous
practices meant to subvert the protection of children in the service of
protecting an accused abuser. The children have no access to money or,
clearly, to date, the power to access the due process they should be afforded
by the courts. Complaints will be filed against all culpable subjects as a
beginning of accessing protection for the girls. Reference to the canons of
ethics guiding expert witness practice and clinical testing will be addressed in
this section of the complaint to follow.
The primary complaint/allegation against Eric Frazer is that he has used his
position as an expert, as a purveyor of scientific knowledge, to crush and
destroy many lives, the promise of youth, the pleasure of motherhood, the
fulfillment of the lives of grandparents to view the fullness and
accomplishment of their legacy. Instead, Eric Frazer, used his power and
influence to excoriate, defame, libel, vilify protectors, crush the spirit,
eviscerate the childhood of Caroline and Elizabeth Powell, daughters of Jane
Powell, grandchildren of Cynthia and Rick Diehl, niece to their aunts,
cousins to their cousins, separated from all for years. The girls have also
been separated form the ability to mourn and grieve for their beloved sister
whose untimely death, also attributed to the destructive presence of Scott
Powell. The girls have been silenced in all forums, to speak of, to remember
their big sister who tried to fight DCF and was silenced with all others who
filed complaints on their behalf. Scott Powell, now defended by Eric Frazer
was a major contributing factor in the death of the girls twenty eight year old
sister, a fact which is being attended to as per litigation in preparation against
Scott Powell, DCF and all other actors present in the events laid out in this
complaint.
We allege that Eric Frazer engaged in multiple deplorable practices in the
service of protecting an individual accused of multiple forms of child abuse

and neglect. We allege that Eric Frazer fully embraced the script of bias,
prejudice, defamation, malevolence provided for him by Scott Powell. The
first trajectory involved an individual he never met but whom was placed
before him in a position of power, authority and deferential control. She, Jane
Powell has reported being insulted, “yelled at, accused of acts never
committed” and made to feel “humiliated, terrified, guilty” for acting to
protect her children.
The children themselves have provided their own statements with regard to
their thoughts about and experience with Eric Frazer, whom we can
document saw them alone for less than a half hour. The girls said they tried to
speak to him, but, stated, “ he would not listen”. What listening he did,
caused him to use their words against them, stating that they were “coached”
and the girls were alienated from their father., by their mother and other
members of the family.
Eric Frazer never met the maternal grand parents, Rick and Cynthia Diehl.
He accepted the uneducated assessment of Scott Powell who identified the
Diehl's as “dangerous people” and so incorporated Scott Powell's assessment
of his former in-laws into the custody evisceration that he devised...... no
contact with the Diehl's. I suspect that Eric Frazer is not aware that Rick
Diehl is an intellectual giant whose technology company works with cutting
edge research, pioneers of invention, development and financing for research
which will change the world and in fact has already experienced major
documented contribution (see attache CV for Rick and Cynthia Diehl). Eric
Frazer's campaign of libel and defamation went through the scriptures written
by him like a hot knife through butter. He appeared to never expect any level
of scrutiny, countering his attack.
Jane Powell, RN, before the decimation of her career, was engaged in a
stellar practice as an Emergency Room/Intensive Care nurse for more than
thirty years. Jane Powell's sisters, their children were similarly vilified as
sick, malevolent people. It would seem safe to suggest that Eric Frazer does
not know that one sister, one aunt is employed by “The Make a Wish
Foundation”, Founder of the Non Profit Foundation “Love To Live To Love”,
the other sister is a missionary nurse who works all over the world and who

lives in Europe with her husband and children in a fairy tale existence that
her nieces have not been able to enjoy/partake in, for years. There are young
cousins who live minutes away from Caroline and Elizabeth but they are
forbidden from seeing them or speaking with them by the father.
Information that lacked veracity, much less any basis in fact – multiple
suicides, mental illness – pervasive in the Diehl family was memorialized
into the data bank of the “confidential” sealed document of the Custody
Evaluation, despite such information being, as stated, false. The evaluation
may have been sealed to Jane Powell and her representatives, but widely
published by Scott Powell and shared in any capacity that would destroy Jane
Powell's professional/personal reputation and credibility – based on the
authority of Eric Frazer.
On the other hand, Scott Powell's move from teaching physical education in a
local Catholic School, then another local private school, to running a
carpentry business never seems to have been explored. His flawless
background, based on the reluctance of those too fearful to take on the rage
and intimidation to report him for crimes for which he should have been
reported, has left his reputation untouched. While Scott Powell moves
through life destroying the reputations, physical and emotional health of all
who are intimately involved with him, he appears to be able to cover his own
tracks, quite well, to date. The inimical bias, cut and paste preparation of
history, failure of any independent research to validate information provided
by him, seems to be a task seriously avoided by Eric Frazer.
Frazer was hired as an expert, hired to provide a family psychological
assessment, not a family evisceration based on diagnostic
manipulation/contortion in service of protecting an accused abuser.
Eric Frazer put forth a diagnostic assessment that in no manner resembles the
pathology profile not exhibited by the subject in question. Given the nature of
the obscure, highly technical disorder Eric Frazer assigned to Jane Powell,
now referred to as – the subject, Jane Powell victimized by Eric Frazer, one
would expect an excess of care, intellectual/academic rigor and elucidation to
explain why such an assessment fits. If anyone bothered to look, or
understand what Eric Frazer wrote, they would understand that the evaluation

is not only deeply flawed and inaccurate, it is alleged to be designed to cover
seriously malignant pathology on the part of the accused abuser as well as
an act of deliberate, conscious, criminal fraud.
That which ads to the suspicious nature of Eric Frazer's long term
engagement with Scott Powell is the fact that he has taken on multiple roles
and functions in Scott Powell's life – supervisor of clinical providers,
consultant to attorney Pyetranker, to DCF supervisor, Tim Welch, referral
source to Yale for medical and psychotherapeutic services.
The continued involvement with Yale Medical Center whose controversial
reputation related to their position on Lyme Disease does not make sense is
of concern. The medical expert – Dr. Shapiro, from Yale, did not examine the
Powell girls, but stated - “they do not have Lyme disease”. The girls were
diagnosed with Lyme disease years prior to the custody transfer. The girls
were sick, they continue to be sick. They continue to have the physical
stigmata of Lyme disease and the physical/psychological symptoms of Lyme
disease. They are not being medically evaluated or treated for Lyme disease.
Their prognosis is of grave concern.
The girls attend school, but do not function in schools that are “designed “ for
emotionally disturbed children so they do not “report “ class attendance and
“adjust” grade reporting. The schools report to Scott Powell, just as therapists
report to Scott Powell.
In summary, every category of the ethical standards of practice/scientific
methodology is violated in the services provided by Eric Frazer. Jane Powell
and her family are not the only known victims of an individual whom we are
bringing to your attention a predatory, depraved member of your professional
community. His seriously negative reputation is well known, just not to those
in crisis, in a panic, seeking authentic clinical services.
Jill Jones-Soderman

